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Radiotherapy is the utilization of ionizing 
radiation in oncology. The principle of radio
therapy is related to the delivery of electro
magnetic or particulate radiation that will 
interact with biological matter. Particles or 
waves will create ionization that releases elec
trons and subsequent free radicals traveling 
within a defined volume and generating energy 
deposition into this volume [1]. The effective
ness of radiotherapy in eradicating a tumor 
principally depends on the total dose of radia
tion administered. However, the tolerance of 
normal tissue surrounding the tumor defini
tively limits the dose. Therefore, to achieve the 
intended therapeutic benefit, local or locore
gional side effects related to radiotherapy are 
controlled by precisely defining ballistics and 
also by fractionating the doses of delivered 
radiation. The index for estimating the dose 
of radiation that can treat a tumor effectively 
while staying within the safety range is known 
as the therapeutic window. The ultimate goal 
of radiotherapy is to increase radiation doses 
in tumors without increasing the doses in sur
rounding healthy tissues. Looking at past and 
current developments, this concept of broad
ening the therapeutic window is the primary 
goal of recently developed technologies such 
as the integration of imaging for 3D dosim
etry and tumor motion tracking equipment, as 

well as strategies relative to beam focus and its 
intrinsic physical properties (carbon ions, pro
tons). Furthermore, the addition of other types 
of approaches, such as radiosensitizers and 
radioprotectors, has been well explored [2–7]. 

Can nanoparticles broaden the 
therapeutic window of radiotherapy? 

Radiation dose deposit within tissues is linked 
to their ability to absorb/interact with xrays. 
This absorption depends on electron density 
(mainly water in the case of tissues) and the 
energy used. Introduction of material with 
higher electron density into the xray pathway 
can increase absorption as compared with water. 
Utilization of nanoparticles has a particular 
advantage as they are able to achieve a large dis
persion within tumor tissue and closely interact 
with specific subcellular structures.

A number of computing tools or mathemati
cal codes based on the Monte Carlo calcula
tions are available to quantify radiation dose 
deposit in tissues. Utilization of high atomic 
number (Z) nanoparticles is of great interest in 
radiotherapy, as calculations have demonstrated 
promising enhancement of radiation dose 
deposit, although only in the lowenergy range 
[8,9]. In this previous nanoparticle model simu
lation, the radiation dose enhancement achieved 
by nanoparticles is based on the concept of 
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homogeneous (isotropic) distribution of the 
highelectrondensity element. 

In this article, the authors report on NBTXR3 
nanoparticles composed of hafnium oxide, and 
present the rationale for the design of this new 
type of highZ nanoparticle as an innovative 
approach in anticancer treatment. To validate 
the concept, the Monte Carlo calculations 
are performed based on a ‘local model’ simu
lation, which quantify a highlocalenergy 
deposit resulting from this new type of highZ 
nanoparticle activated by a highenergy photon 
source. Of the utmost importance, NBTXR3 
intratumoral (IT) bioavailability is shown, with 
dispersion of nanoparticles in the three dimen
sions and persistence within the tumor struc
ture. Antitumor activity demonstrated marked 
advantage in terms of survival, tumorspecific 
growth delay and local control in both human 
mesenchymal and epithelial tumor models. 
Furthermore, unchanged crystal structure 
was demonstrated after longterm residence of 
NBTXR3 nanoparticles in vivo in different 
organs of rodents.

Materials & methods
Materials
The NBTXR3 product is intended for IT injec
tion. NBTXR3 is a nonpyrogen, sterile, white 
aqueous dispersion of hafnium oxide nanopar
ticles coated with a biocompatible agent that 
provides the nanoparticles with a negative sur
face charge and ensures their stability in aque
ous solution at pH values of between 6 and 8. 
NBTXR3 nanoparticle concentration in vials 
for injection is 64 g/l. 

Specif ically, the studies reported in the 
present article were performed with nanopar
ticles presenting a hydrodynamic diameter 
and a polydispersity index (which estimates 
the width of the distribution), determined by 
dynamic light scattering technique (Zetasizer 
NanoZS, Malvern Instruments Ltd, Malvern, 
UK), of approximately 50 nm and 0.100, 
respectively. The negative surface charge of 
the nanoparticles, as estimated by zpotential 
ana lysis (Zetasizer NanoZS), was approxi
mately 50 mV. Spherical nanoparticle shape 
was determined using transmission electron 
microscopy technique (JEOL JEM 100CX 
operating at 100 kV, Service de Microscopie 
Electronique, UMR 7197, UPMC, Paris, 
France). 

For clonogenic survival assay, NBTXR3 
was diluted directly in growth media prior to 
treatment. For in vivo experiments, NBTXR3 

was diluted prior to the injection with sterile 
glucose solution.

Irradiation conditions 
Irradiations were delivered locally with a cobalt60 
source (average photon energy: 1.25 MeV, 
ALCYON, Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, 
France) at a dose rate of 0.66 or 0.46 Gy/min, 
a 6MV accelerator (SIRIUS, Institut Gustave 
Roussy) at a dose rate of 1 Gy/min or an appli
cator coupled to a curietherapy device contain
ing a highdoserate iridium192 source (average 
photon energy: 0.38 MeV).

Monte Carlo calculations
The performance (radiation dose enhance
ment) was explored by modeling the interaction 
of nanoparticles and the external xray beam, 
which was a monochromatic photon source of 
200 KeV, 1 MeV or 6 MeV, considering the 
atomic number Z

nanoparticle
 is equal to Z

Hafnium
. 

Simulations (PENELOPE code calculation) of 
the generation of electrons and photons, and 
simulations of all subsequent generations of 
electrons and photons, were performed [10]. Two 
models were addressed: 

n	A ‘global model’ where a highZ element is 
distributed homogeneously. Radiation dose 
enhancement (defined as dose deposition in 
the tumor with highZ nanoparticles divided 
by dose deposition in the tumor without 
nano particles) results from energy deposition 
considering an averaged Z value (Z

global
):

 Z x Z x Z100global water nanoparticles# #= - +^ h  (1)

 where x represents the concentration of nano
particles within the tumor (mass of nanopar
ticles divided by the mass of the tumor). The 
nanoparticles increased the average efficacy of 
xray absorption in an isotropic fashion;

n	A ‘local model’ where nanoparticles are clus
tered and high Z

nanoparticles
 and Z

water 
are to be 

considered independently. In this simulation, 
a cube of 10 µm in size is filled with highZ 
nanoparticles (composed of hafnium) and rep
resents a nanoparticle cluster. The nanoparti
cle cluster is disposed within a cube of 100 µm 
in size filled with water, corresponding to a cell 
(water cell). The concentration of nanoparticles 
is equal to 0.1% (by volume) of any cell.

Cell lines & culture conditions
The HT1080 cell line, a human fibrosarcoma 
model (ATCC CCL121), and the HCT 116 
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cell line, a human colorectal tumor cell line 
(ATCC CCL247), were purchased at the 
American Type Culture Collection (MD, USA). 
The A673 cell line, a human Ewing family type 
sarcoma model, was purchased at the CLS Cell 
Lines Service (Eppelheim, Germany). HT1080 
and A673 cells were grown in Dulbecco’s 
Modified Eagle’s Medium with GlutaMAX™ 
(Gibco®, Invitrogen, France). HCT 116 cells 
were grown in McCoy’s 5a medium (Gibco). All 
cells were supplemented with 10% of inactivated 
fetal calf serum (Gibco) and 1% penicillin/strep
tomycin (Gibco) and maintained in an incubator 
at 37°C under 5% CO

2 
humidified atmosphere.

Clonogenic survival assay
To test the survival of the HT1080 cell line, a 
clonogenic survival assay was performed [11]. 
Briefly, cells were plated in sixwell plates within 
the range of 200–1000 cells per well. Once cells 
were attached to the plate, they were exposed 
to NBTXR3, radiation or both. The cells were 
irradiated 15–16 h postNBTXR3 treatment 
with a single dose delivery (0 Gy [sham con
trol], 1, 2, 3 or 4 Gy) using a cobalt60 source 
or 6MV accelerator. The cells were cultured for 
up to 10 days at 37°C under 5% CO

2
 humidi

fied atmosphere to allow them to form colonies. 
The colonies were fixed and stained with crys
tal violet solution (SigmaAldrich, MO, USA) 
and individual colonies were counted using the 
standard procedure [11].

In vivo assays
In vivo experiments were performed in animal 
care units authorized by the French ministries 
of Agriculture and Research and in accordance 
with European ethical guidelines of animal 
experimentation.

NBTXR3 IT bioavailability
Female SWISS nude mice aged 6–7 weeks 
were provided by the accredited breeder 
Charles River (L’Arbresle, France). HCT 116 
xenografted tumors were obtained by subcu
taneous (sc.) injection of 3 × 106 cells in the 
lower right flanks of the mice. One single IT 
injection of NBTXR3 was performed when 
the tumor volume reached 150 ± 30 mm3. 
NBTXR3 presents a high contrast level and 
is easily visualized by xray microtomography. 
Microcomputerized tomography was used for 
evaluation of 3D dispersion and persistence of 
NBTXR3 within the tumor structure (eXplore 
Locus MicroCT system, GE Healthcare, Little 
Chalfont, UK). 3D reconstruction of MicroCT 

scan images and analysis were performed by 
VOXCAN (Marcy l’Etoile, France). The loca
tion of NBTXR3 nanoparticles at the cel
lular level was assessed using Zeiss EM 902 
transmission electron microscope at 80 kV 
(C Longin; MIMA2; Plateau de Microscopie 
Electronique, Unité GPL, JouyenJosas, 
France). Microphotographs were acquired 
using a MegaView III chargecoupled device 
camera and analyzed with ITEM software 
(Eloïse Sarl, Roissy CDG, France).

In vivo/in vitro clonogenic assays 
Female nude NMRI mice aged 6–7 weeks 
were provided by the accredited breeder Janvier 
(CERT, Le Genest St Isle, France). HT1080 
xenografted tumors were obtained by sc. injec
tion of 3 × 106 cells in the lower right flanks of 
the mice. Mice were subjected to doses of 0, 4 
and 8 Gy, using a cobalt60 source, 24 h after IT 
injections of 5% glucose as vehicle or NBTXR3 
product. Each mouse was sacrificed immediately 
after irradiation. HT1080 xenografted tumor 
was excised, mechanically minced with sterile 
scissor and scalpel and enzymatically digested in 
Accumax™ solution (Chemicon International, 
Millipore, Molsheim, France). After filtra
tion, the singlecell suspension was seeded 
into 100mm petri dishes within the range of 
200–6000 cells per petri dish according to the 
treatment of NBTXR3 and irradiation doses. 
Clonogenic assays were performed as described 
elsewhere [11].

Terminal deoxynucleotide 
transferase‑mediated dUTP 
nick end labeling staining
Apoptotic cells of tumor tissues were detected 
by measurement of nuclear DNA fragmentation 
using terminal deoxynucleotide transferase 
mediated dUTP nick end labeling system (Roche 
Diagnostics, Basel, Switzerland), following the 
manufacturer’s instruction.

In vivo antitumor effect in A673 
mesenchymal tumor model
Female nude NMRI mice aged 6–7 weeks were 
provided by the accredited breeder Janvier. 
A673 xenografted tumors were obtained by 
sc. injection of 4 × 106 cells in the lower right 
flanks of the mice. Mice were irradiated by a 
single dose of 15 Gy using a cobalt60 source, 
24 h after IT injection of either 5% glucose 
as vehicle or NBTXR3 product. Mice were 
evaluated threetimes per week, weighed and 
tumor volume was estimated from 2D tumor 
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measurements with a digital caliper using the 
formula

 l w
2

2#^ h  (2)

where w = width and l = length in mm of the 
tumor. Treatment eff icacy was determined 
using the following criteria: specific growth 
delay and the optimal growth inhibition 
(treated vs control groups [%]) according to 
Langdon et al. [12].

In vivo antitumor effect in HCT 116 
epithelial tumor model
Female SWISS nude mice aged 6–7 weeks were 
provided by the accredited breeder Charles River. 
HCT 116 xenografted tumors were obtained by 
sc. injection of 3 × 106 cells in the lower right 
flanks of the mice. Two experiments were per
formed. In the first experiment the animals were 
irradiated or not by two sessions of 4 Gy using an 
iridium192 source, 24 h and 48 h after IT injec
tion of either 5% glucose as vehicle or NBTXR3 
product. In the second experiment the animals 
were irradiated or not by a single session of 8 Gy 
using an iridium192 source, 24 h after IT injec
tion of either 5% glucose as vehicle or NBTXR3 
product. Mice were evaluated twice per week, 
weighed and tumor volume was estimated as 
previously described.

Statistical analysis
Survival plots were generated using the Kaplan–
Meier method, and differences between groups 
were determined by the Mantel–Cox test. 

Results
High‑Z nanoparticles follow the ‘local 
model’ Monte Carlo simulation
Modeling external beam radiotherapy interac
tion with highZ nanoparticles (e.g., NBTXR3 
or gold nanoparticles) using the ‘global model’ 
simulation may be considered a first approxi
mation because it is far from reality. Figure 1 
shows limited radiation dose enhancement in 
the ‘global model’ calculation for NBTXR3 
nanoparticles activated by a 6MeV mono
chromatic photon beam. Indeed, even if 
nanoparticles succeed in being well dispersed 
within the tumor, it was observed that nanopar
ticles present an anisotropic distribution at the 
cellular level. In fact, spatial disposition of 
nanoparticles can be considered as dots in a 
tumor and the Z may or may not be locally 
increased, depending on their presence or 
absence in a specific volume of the tumor struc
ture. Figure 2 shows NBTXR3 nanoparticles 
clustered in vesicles (endosomes) in the cell’s 
cytoplasm. The nanoparticles are present in the 
cell as dots forming clusters that determine an 
anisotropic absorption. Thus, the ‘local model’, 
where nanoparticles are clustered and high 
Z

nanoparticles
 and Z

water 
are considered indepen

dently, corresponds to the real case (Figure 3A). 
Local dosimetry at the cellular level (within 
the water cell) demonstrated a higher localized 
radiation effect where there was presence of 
nanoparticles. Activation of these nanoparticles 
with high energy (1 or 6 MeV) demonstrated 
a local energy deposit within the volume occu
pied by the nanoparticles (Figure 3B). The cal
culated dose enhancement was approximately 
ninefold, taking the ratio of energy dose deposit 
of hafnium and water nanoparticles.

The two studies described in this article 
yielded evidence of increased deposit of energy 
in specific subcellular structures containing 
the nanoparticles (Figure 3C) via secondary elec
tron emission (photoelectric and/or Compton 
effect), photon emission and also possibly via 
characteristic xray photon, Auger cascade and 
subsequent radical production. The energy 
release from these clusters of nanoparticles 
constitutes what we call a dose deposit ‘hot
spot’, which could lead to high and localized 
destruction of biological subcellular structures 
and cell death. 
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Figure 1. ‘Global model’ simulation. 
The effect of nanoparticle concentration on 
radiation dose enhancement. Radiation dose 
enhancement calculation was performed using 
‘global model’ simulation and a 6‑MeV photon 
beam for both tumor with deep anatomical 
localization (with nanoparticles) and normal 
tissues (without nanoparticles). A Z

global
 is used 

for the calculation (equAtion 1), where x 
represents the concentration of nanoparticles 
within the tumor (mass of nanoparticles 
divided by the mass of the tumor) and 
Z

nanoparticles
 is equal to Z

hafnium
.
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Dispersion of NBTXR3 nanoparticles 
within the tumor
NBTXR3 nanoparticles locally deposit a high 
level of energy when activated by ionizing radia
tion. Furthermore, several factors may contribute 
to achieve consistent tumor control, such as ana
tomic shape and the presence of nanoparticles 
with sufficient dispersion in three dimensions. 
Thus, studies assessed the loco regional localiza
tion of nanoparticles in terms of IT dispersion, 
potential leak and permanency within the ‘gross 
tumor volume’. Figures 4A & 4B show good disper
sion of NBTXR3 nanoparticles throughout the 
tumor volume following one IT injection. The 
nanoparticle dispersion appears both in central 
and peripheral areas of the tumor, within the 
tumor cells (Figure 2A). 

Figure 4C shows the nanoparticle volume occu
pancy inside the tumor and the IT persistence 
of NBTXR3 over time. Microtomography was 
performed at 6 h, 1, 2, 7 and 14 days after one 
IT injection of NBTXR3 in HCT 116 tumor
grafted mice. The time of residency of nanopar
ticles in the tumor was demonstrated to be at 
least 14 days, and evaluation was no longer 
possible due to ethical mice sacrifice. It appears 
that the dispersion in the tumor remains equiva
lent over the tested period and that NBTXR3 
‘volume’ image is not decreased over time, but 
rather there is a decrease of NBTXR3 volume/
global tumor volume due to the rapid growth 
of the tumor. Few leakages of NBTXR3 from 
the tumor (less than 10%) were quantified by 
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry 
(data not shown). Nanoparticles’ diffusion and 
amount within the tumor were also assessed 
using different schedules and NBTXR3 multi
injections (data not shown). Thus, for all the 
tested tumor models, volume and quantity of 

NBTXR3 were chosen based on microtomogra
phy observations showing optimum dispersion 
of NBTXR3 nanoparticles in three dimensions.

Local effect of nanoparticles activated 
with high energy in tumors
A 3D model is the only methodology that may 
demonstrate that dispersion of nanoparticles 
and their subcellular localization are crucial 
parameters for the enhancement of radiation
induced cell death response. The in vivo/in vitro 
clonogenic assay was selected as it is thought 
to be the best methodology to evaluate radio
enhancement (clonogenic capacity) in vitro 
when nanoparticles are previously exposed 
to the complexity of mammalian physiology. 
Activation of NBTXR3 nanoparticles using a 
cobalt60 source led to a marked increase in 
the radiation response of HT1080 tumor xeno
grafts with a mean dose enhancement factor 
(DEF) at 4 and 8 Gy above 1.5 (Figure 5A). In 
addition, no clonogenic toxicity of NBTXR3 
nanoparticles injected in the HT1080 tumors 
was found (Figure 5B). Terminal deoxynucleotide 
transferasemediated dUTP nick end labeling 
staining of histological tumor samples revealed 
an increase in the apoptotic response of cells 
treated with NBTXR3 nanoparticles and 
activated with irradiation in comparison with 
cobalt60 irradiation alone (Figure 5C).

Radiation therapy based on the use of high
energy sources has proven a significant clinical 
benefit, including in survival. Thus, explorations 
with ‘gold standard’ clonogenic survival assays 
were performed using a cobalt60 source and a 
6MV linear accelerator. Marked radioenhance
ment was observed in the HT1080 fibrosarcoma 
cell line by activated NBTXR3 nanoparticles 
with irradiation (Figure 5D). Under both types of 
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Figure 2. Anisotropic distribution of NBTXR3 nanoparticles at the cellular level. Nanoparticles are clustered in endosomes in the 
cell cytoplasm. (A) Typical transmission electron microscopy image of HCT 116 tumor (center and periphery of tumor). NBTXR3 
nanoparticles were administered by intratumoral injection on HCT 116 tumor xenograft in nude mouse. Transmission electron microscopy 
images were performed 24 h after intratumoral injection. (B) Typical transmission electron microscopy image of cell (HT1080) following 
12 h incubation with NBTXR3 nanoparticles (400 µM).
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highenergy radiation, a significant decrease of 
the clonogenic surviving fraction was observed, 
and DEFs at 4 Gy were estimated at 1.4 ± 0.06 

for 6 MV and 1.8 ± 0.09 for cobalt60. As dem
onstrated by these two methodologies, activa
tion of clusters of nanoparticles leads to marked 
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Figure 3. ‘Local model’ simulation. (A) ‘Local model’ simulation: a cube of 10 µm in size is filled with high‑Z nanoparticles (composed 
of hafnium) and represents a nanoparticle cluster (red squares). The nanoparticle cluster is disposed within a cube of 100 µm in size filled 
with water (blue squares), corresponding to a cell. The concentration of nanoparticles is equal to 0.1% (by volume) of any cell. (B) Energy 
deposition using ‘local model’ simulation for monochromatic photon beam of 200 KeV, 1 MeV and 6 MeV: with nanoparticles (red); 
without nanoparticles (blue). (C) Radiation dose deposition is increased locally only where the NBTXR3 nanoparticles are 
(no enhancement effect in areas devoid of nanoparticles).
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radioinduced cancer cell destruction. These 
findings confirm dose deposition ‘hotspots’ of 
radiation at the subcellular level, consistent with 
‘local model’ calculation.

The antitumor activity of NBTXR3 was fur
ther evaluated in both mesenchymal and epi
thelial xenografted tumor models. The A673 
Ewing’s sarcoma model was chosen as refer
ence sarcoma model engrafted in nude mice 
for NBTXR3 assessment. Refractory and/or 
recurrent Ewing’s sarcoma remains a clinical 
challenge because the resistance of the dis
ease to therapy makes it difficult to achieve 
durable results with standard treatments that 
include chemotherapy, radiation and surgery. 
Investigations to evaluate NBTXR3 antitu
mor effects on the A673 tumor model were 

performed using a highenergy cobalt60 radi
ation source. Tolerance of the IT injection of 
NBTXR3 alone or activated by tumor girradi
ation was estimated in comparison with con
trol cohorts. No mouse death was observed over 
more than 50 days followup. No difference of 
toxicity was observed between animals treated 
with NBTXR3 (activated or not) and radiother
apy alone. The tumor regrowth delay (Figure 6A) 
demonstrated that the treatment schedule, one 
IT injection of NBTXR3 24 h prior to its activa
tion, markedly increases the antitumor efficacy 
when compared with radiotherapy alone. An 
approximately twofold increase in tumor dou
bling time was observed associated with tumor 
growth inhibition of 82% for NBTXR3 acti
vated by 15 Gy exposure, versus 72% for 15 Gy 
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Figure 4. Spatial disposition of NBTXR3 nanoparticles. HCT 116 tumor xenograft in nude 
mouse. NBTXR3 nanoparticles were administered by intratumoral injection. Image acquisition was 
performed 24 h after intratumoral injection. (A) x‑ray microtomograph image using SkyScan 1076 
high‑resolution in vivo scanner (acquisition performed by Animage, Bron, France; source: 50 kV; scan 
width: 35 mm; image pixel: 35.2 µm). (B) MicroCT scan images of the tumor without (control group) 
or with nanoparticles using the eXplore Locus MicroCT system (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK; 
acquisition performed by VOXCAN, Marcy l’Etoile, France; source: 80 kV and 450 µA; resolution 
acquisition: 45 µm). (C) NBTXR3 dispersion in three dimensions and persistence within tumor 
structure. 3D reconstruction slices 6 h, 1, 2, 7 and 14 days after one intratumoral injection of NBTXR3 
in HCT 116 tumor xenograft. MicroCT scan images of the tumor with nanoparticles using the eXplore 
Locus MicroCT system (acquisition performed by VOXCAN; source: 80 kV and 450 µA; resolution 
acquisition: 45 µm). In green, NBTXR3 inside the tumor (yellow); in blue, NBTXR3 outside the tumor.
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alone. Langdon’s scoring of very active therapy 
was observed with NBTXR3 activated by 15 Gy 
exposure whereas 15 Gy showed moderate activ
ity (tABle 1) [12]. Kaplan–Meier curves associated 
with the tumor regrowth delay showed a sig
nificant increase (p = 0.0406) in the median 
survival time for NBTXR3 activated by 15 Gy 

exposure in comparison with 15 Gy alone, with 
31 versus 25 days, respectively (data not shown). 

Next, the HCT 116 tumor model, known 
as the radiosensitive model, was chosen as the 
reference epithelial tumor model for NBTXR3 
assessment. As shown in Figure 6B, the tumor 
regrowth delay evaluation demonstrates that IT 
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Figure 5. Local effect of NBTXR3 nanoparticles activated with high energy in tumor models. In vivo/in vitro clonogenic survival 
assays in HT1080 xenografted model in nude mouse. (A) NBTXR3 radioenhancement when activated with cobalt‑60 irradiation. (B) No 
significant NBTXR3 clonogenic cytotoxicity after intratumoral injection in HT1080 tumor. Data are represented as the mean of surviving 
fraction ± standard error of the mean. (C) Terminal deoxynucleotide transferase‑mediated dUTP nick end labeling staining of HT1080 
tumors 24 h after activation of NBTXR3 by local irradiation with a cobalt‑60 source. Terminal deoxynucleotide transferase‑mediated 
dUTP nick end labeling apoptotic‑positive cells are stained in red (magnification 200×). (D) NBTXR3 radioenhancement in human 
HT1080 fibrosarcoma cell line activated with high‑energy ionizing radiation. HT1080 clonogenic survival assays of NBTXR3 activated with 
cobalt‑60 source and with 6‑MV accelerator. Data are represented as the mean of surviving fraction ± standard error of the mean.
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injection of NBTXR3 24 h prior to its activa
tion by either two doses of 4 Gy or one dose 
of 8 Gy using an iridium192 energy source 
significantly increases the antitumor efficacy 
as compared with irradiation alone. Complete 
tumor response was observed in mice treated 
with NBTXR3 activated with 2 × 4 Gy and 
8 Gy. Furthermore, the tolerance of IT injec
tion of NBTXR3 not activated was equivalent 
across the studies. The Kaplan–Meier curves 
show significant difference (p < 0.0100) in 
overall survival of animals treated by NBTXR3 

activated by either 2 × 4 Gy or 8 Gy at the cut
off date of 120 days (Figure 6C).

Overall, these data demonstrate that 
NBTXR3 produces a marked radioenhance
ment with very promising antitumor effects 
using high energy.

In vivo demonstration of unchanged 
crystal structure of NBTXR3
NBTXR3 nanoparticle design and subsequent 
rationale for development was based on the 
following:
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n	Physicochemical characterization of the nano
material;

n	Metrics implementation in order to assess the 
nanoparticle’s inherent features including 
chemical composition, crystal structure, mass, 
surface area, quantity evaluations and activa
tion of a biological response to NBTXR3 
nanoparticles;

n	Knowledge about nanokinetics (biodistribu
tion), including excretion after NBTXR3 
intravenous injection.

Spatially (IT injection) and temporally (acti
vation or nonactivation) controlled effects of 
injectable nanoparticles can lower the overall 
systemic dose and potential damage that these 
products would otherwise produce. Crystal 
integrity of the core of NBTXR3 nanoparticles 
over time after long storage in the body was dem
onstrated in animals after 6 months of exposure 
in the liver and spleen. This study was performed 
to detect structural changes of the hafnium oxide 
core and to determine potential crystal changes 
over time. NBTXR3 nanoparticles in aqueous 
suspension were used as baseline control mate
rial. Nanoparticle morphology, crystal structure 
and composition were evaluated by transmission 
electron microscopy, electron diffraction and 
microana lysis by energy dispersive spectroscopy 
(data not shown) on liver samples. The hafnium 
oxide nanoparticles did not undergo any change 
in terms of elemental composition and crystal
line structure when compared with the baseline 
control nanomaterial.

Discussion
One of the primary research objectives in radia
tion therapy over the past decades has been the 
development of approaches that will enhance its 
effectiveness. Accurate delivery of the ionizing 
radiation dose has greatly improved, allowing 
more precise deposit of dose in the tumor while 
progressively reducing unwanted dose to sur
rounding healthy tissues. Despite such technical 
improvements, many patients still suffer from 

locally recurrent disease after radiotherapy and 
have significant toxicity. 

This article presents the rationale for design
ing nanoparticles of hafnium oxide, to be 
activated by radiotherapy, which are capable 
of enlarging the therapeutic window by two 
prominent characteristics: their capacity of 
depositing high energy within tumors when 
the ionizing radiation source is ‘on’, and their 
chemically inert behavior in cellular and sub
cellular systems demonstrated by very good 
local and systemic tolerance, thus decreasing 
potential health hazards.

Conventional methods were used, although 
implemented in different ways, to explore inter
actions of highZ matter and ionizing radiation 
with biological systems.

Nanoparticles: a new approach in the 
history of radiotherapy
Monte Carlo simulations using the ‘global 
model’ have been reported for gold nanopar
ticles with promising enhancement of radia
tion deposit using lowenergy sources [8]. 
When this ‘global model’ concept is applied, 
the entire tumor has a greater absorption capac
ity (an average increase in electron density). 
Improvement in the model simulation was per
formed with calculations showing microscopic 
dose enhancement around gold nanoparticles 
under photon irradiation [13]. In parallel, sev
eral papers have been published on biological 
models showing the strong radioenhancement 
of gold nanoparticles, activated by radiotherapy, 
using photon energy sources in the kilovoltage 
range [14–19]. Liu et al. [16], Chithrani et al. 
[17] and Jain et al. [18] reported on clonogenic 
efficacy using gold nanoparticles activated by 
xray radiation operating at MV xray energies. 
Specifically, Chithrani et al. obtained a radio
sensitization enhancement factor of 1.17 in 
HeLa cells treated with 50 nmsized spherical 
gold nanoparticles and 6MV energy photons. 
Jain et al. showed a radiation sensitizer enhance
ment ratio of 1.29 in MDAMB231 cells using 
spherical 1.9 nmsized gold nanoparticles and 
6MV xray energies. These findings prove con
tradictory the prediction of the ‘global model’ 
with isotropic distribution of gold elements 
within the tumor. 

In the present study, the Monte Carlo cal
culations and the importance of the ‘local 
model’ concept were biologically proven to be 
the relevant concept to evaluate radiation dose 
increase with highZ nanoparticles activated by 
radiotherapy. In addition, the study of Kong 

Table 1. Level of antitumor activity of NBTXR3 according to 
Langdon’s scoring in A673 tumor model using high-energy 
cobalt-60 source.

Vehicle Optimal %T/C (days) SGD Efficacy scoring

NBTXR3 84 (7) 0.3

15 Gy (vehicle) 28 (11) 1.3 (+)

15 Gy + NBTXR3 18 (11) 3.3 +++

SGD: Specific growth delay; T/C: Treated versus control groups.
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et al. suggested that localization of nanopar
ticles within the cells is an important factor in 
increasing radiation cytotoxicity [15]. Biological 
cellular systems determine distribution of nano
particles in two areas: high concentration area 
and intracellular area without nanoparticles. 
Following the ‘local model’ simulation, high
localenergy deposit (increased approximately 
ninefold) surrounding the nanoparticles was 
observed by using highenergy monochromatic 
photon beams (1 and 6 MeV). Advantageously, 
NBTXR3 nanoparticles form clusters at the 
subcellular level that demonstrate their aniso
tropic dispersion in tumor models. NBTXR3 
activated by a highenergy cobalt60 source and 
6MV accelerator showed a marked DEF in a 
HT1080 fibrosarcoma tumor model. Indeed, no 
or very limited DEFs should have been observed 
at this high energy level according to the predic
tions of the ‘global model’. The ‘global model’ 
underestimates the radiation dose enhancement 
and is thus not applicable to the authors’ highZ 
hafnium oxide nanoparticles. 

Design of therapeutic nanoparticles 
Undoubtedly, a deep understanding of how 
mammalian organ systems and their cells traffic 
their constituents to the correct location inside 
or outside the systems has supported hope to 
develop the most ambitious projects in nano
medicine. This knowledge permits the exploita
tion of cellular machineries for specific intracel
lular distribution and therapeutic availability, 
which, paralleled by a real insight into the 
chemistry, enlarges the field for rational design 
of nanoparticles for intracellular energy deposit.

Nanoparticle chemical composition is an essen
tial characteristic controlling nanoparticle–ion
izing radiation interactions. Nanoparticle charac
teristics (their size, shape and surface properties) 
will affect nanoparticle–biological component 
interactions. However, the potential toxicity of 
engineered nanomaterials developed for therapeu
tic application is to be considered, and encom
passes phenomena such as release of toxic species 
into biological media, redox phenomena, elec
tron transfer and reactive oxygen species (ROS) 
production. Also, adsorption of proteins on the 
nanoparticle surface may trigger various adverse 
phenomena such as changes in protein confor
mation and subsequent loss of enzyme activity, 
fibrillation or exposure to new antigenic epitopes.

Reviewing Mendeleev’s periodic classifica
tion of elements allows one to realize that nano
particles from metal cations in periods 4, 5, 6 and 
7, including the lanthanides and actinides, are 

potential dose enhancers of radiation delivered 
to tissues. 

Among metal nanoparticles (e.g., nanopar
ticles formed from the metal cations Au3+ and 
Pt2+), gold nanoparticles (Z

Au
 = 79) are widely 

used for diagnosis and therapy [14–21]. However, 
in recent years, some publications have ques
tioned the inert (i.e., absence of significant tox
icity) behavior of synthesized gold nanoparticles 
in biological media [22–24]. Gold nanoparticles 
have a chemically active surface, and strong 
interactions between their surfaces and pro
tein SH domains may occur, leading to protein 
conformation changes [25].

Metal oxide nanoparticles constitute an inter
esting alternative for medical use. Desired char
acteristics of metal oxide nanoparticles, such as 
size, shape and crystalline structure, are achieved 
using wellcontrolled chemistry in aqueous 
medium [26]. 

Chemical stability in biological media of 
engineered metal oxide nanoparticles is essen
tial when one considers their potential toxicity: 
nanoparticles may be oxidized, reduced and 
dissolved, leading to a release of toxic ions [27]. 

Solubility of oxides of divalent elements 
increases in neutral and acidic aqueous solu
tions. Zinc oxide nanoparticles were reported to 
produce cellular toxicity triggered by zinc oxide 
dissolution and release of Zn2+ ions in body 
fluids and tissue/cellular media [25]. Regarding 
oxides of trivalent elements such as iron and 
aluminum, they were shown to adsorb natu
ral organic materials and organic acids, which 
promote their dissolution. 

NBTXR3 nanoparticles are composed of 
crystalline hafnium oxide. They have a very low 
solubility throughout a large pH range, which 
is inherent to oxide nanoparticles from metal 
cations with a +4 oxidation state. 

Nanoparticle cellular toxicity includes gen
eration of ROS. ROS form as a natural byprod
uct of the normal metabolism of oxygen and 
have important roles in cell signaling. However, 
during times of environmental stress (e.g., UV 
or heat exposure), ROS levels can increase 
dramatically and this can result in significant 
damage to cell structures. This culminates in a 
situation known as oxidative stress. In the case 
of cerium(IV) oxide nanoparticles, redox phe
nomena – Ce(IV)/Ce(III) cycle – at the cerium 
oxide surface have been described to induce 
oxidative stress and DNA damage in vitro [28]. 
The stable +4 oxidation state of hafnium is well 
known. Additionally, hafnium oxide is an elec
trical insulator with a band gap close to 6 eV [29]. 

Nanoscale radiotherapy with hafnium oxide nanoparticles Research Article
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Thus, hafnium oxide nanoparticles are unlikely 
to be involved in redox phenomena or electron 
transfer mechanisms in biological media.

Hafnium oxide particles in aqueous media in 
the presence of sodium perchlorate have been 
reported to have a point of zero charge of 7.4 
[30]. The point of zero charge is defined as the 
pH of the medium for which the surface charge 
becomes zero. Thus, no marked surface acido
basicity is expected at neutral pH for hafnium 
oxide nanoparticles. 

On the basis of hafnium oxide material prop
erties, crystalline hafnium oxide nanoparticles 
were chosen for their promising benefit:risk ratio 
for human healthcare. Hafnium presents a high 
atomic number (Z = 72), which is crucial for 
efficient hafnium oxide nanoparticle–ionizing 
radiation interactions. Hafnium oxide nanopar
ticles are expected to have inert behavior in bio
logical media, low solubility, absence of redox 
phenomena or electron transfer and no marked 

surface acidobasicity. In other words, their 
inert behavior, demonstrated in several biologi
cal systems (data not shown), has suggested the 
relevance of hafnium oxide selection.

Coating of nanoparticles with protective 
shells (surface functionalization) appears to be 
an effective means of preventing their dissolu
tion and release of toxic ions. Surface function
alization may inhibit physicochemical mecha
nisms that can occur at the surface of inorganic 
nanoparticles (e.g., redox properties), which are 
responsible for nanoparticle toxicity. However, 
many coatings are labile and/or biodegradable 
in biological environments, and an initially 
nontoxic nanoparticle may ultimately display 
deleterious properties after shedding its shell. 
Furthermore, nonspecific coating (i.e., exclusion 
of specific biological molecular targets) may be 
an important factor in controlling nanoparticle–
cell interactions and consequently nanoparticle 
efficacy. NBTXR3 nanoparticles are coated with 
a simple chemical envelope that provides them 
with a negative surface charge at neutral pH. 
NBTXR3 nanoparticle interaction with the 
cytoplasmic membrane is independent from 
specific processes of internalization [25,31]. 

Colloidal substances underlying no degradation 
(or poor degradation), such as gold and NBTXR3 
nanoparticles, give rise to marked uptake by the 
mononuclear phagocytic cells (reticuloendothe
lial system). ‘Nanokinetics’, or the concept of spe
cific type and course of time of nanoparticles in 
the body, cannot be considered equivalent to the 
classical concept of monocompartmental/bicom
partmental pharmaco kinetics. However, nano
kinetics is a determinant parameter of efficacy 
and safety prediction (i.e., expected side effects). 
Unlike small molecules, nanoparticle passage into 
tissues relies on the structure of endothelial fenes
trae. These openings in the endothelial structure 
and their consequent density determine the bio
availability (passage of nanoparticles) into tumor 
and organ tissues. Nanoparticle shape and size are 
physical characteristics known to affect biological 
functions such as phagocytosis, body circulation 
and adhesion. For gold nanoparticles, Chithrani 
and colleagues showed that spherical 50 nmsized 
gold nanoparticles coated with citrate molecules 
achieved the greatest cellular uptake compared 
with 14 or 74 nmsized gold nanoparticles [32,33]. 
According to the authors, the spherical shape 
was found to be more effective for cell uptake 
compared with rodshaped gold nanoparticles. 
Hafnium oxide nanoparticles (NBTXR3) are 
50 nmsized spheres. Consequently, NBTXR3 
nanoparticle characteristics – size, shape and 
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Figure 7. Design of therapeutic 
nanoparticles. Control of nanoparticles’ main 
attributes: nanoparticle characteristics (chemical 
composition, crystal structure, size and shape) 
and nanoparticle surface functionalization.

Table 2. Key characteristics of NBTXR3 nanoparticles composed of 
crystalline hafnium oxide.

Characteristics Relevance

Material composition/crystal structure: 
crystalline, hafnium oxide (HfO

2
)

High‑Z element (hafnium) for 
matter–energy interaction, inert behavior 
in biological media

Size: 50 nm Biodistribution, EPR effect, 
reticuloendothelial system capture, 
excretion kinetics and pathway, barrier 
passage

Shape: spheres Distribution, blood circulation, cell uptake

Surface charge: negative Organ distribution, circulation time, cell 
membrane binding, cell uptake

EPR: Enhanced permeability and retention.
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surface charge – are designed for efficient 
nanoparticle trafficking at the cellular level: cell 
membrane binding and cellular uptake. Figure 7 
illustrates the nanoparticle’s main attributes that 
are controlled during the manufacturing pro
cess. tABle 2 summarizes the key characteristics of 
NBTXR3 nanoparticles. 

Proof of concept of antitumor efficacy in 
animal models
Radioresistant and radiosensitive human tumor 
xenograft models from mesenchymal and epi
thelial cell lines were investigated for NBTXR3 
tolerance and antitumor efficacy in activated 
state by different energies of ionizing radiation.

Several experiments evaluated the IT injec
tion of NBTXR3 as well as nanoparticle disper
sion, potential leak and permanency within the 
tumor volume. Very good benefit:risk ratio was 
observed in all explored tumors. Quantitative 
assessment of NBTXR3 by inductively cou
pled plasma mass spectrometry within tumor 
structure, surrounding skin and muscle at dif
ferent time points, and concomitant dosage of 
NBTXR3 in plasma and organs, was performed 
to obtain more accurate information about the 
permanence of NBTXR3 within the tumor and 
its potential leak within the healthy surround
ing tissues (data not shown). The experiments 

demonstrated low hafnium content in all organs 
when compared with the IT bioavailability.

Tolerance of the IT injection of NBTXR3 not 
activated or activated by ionizing radiation was 
evaluated in comparison with control cohorts in 
all in vivo xenograft models. No toxicity differ
ence was observed between tested and control 
groups, suggesting absence of toxicity related to 
this treatment modality.

The antitumor effect of NBTXR3 activated 
by ionizing radiation was assessed in mesen
chymal tumors (HT1080 human fibrosarcoma 
cell line and A673 human Ewing’s sarcoma cell 
line) and epithelial tumors (HCT 116 human 
colon cancer cell line) xenografted in nude 
mice. Cobalt60 activation of NBTXR3 leads 
to a major radio enhancement effect in in vivo/
in vitro study. This methodology allows in vivo 
NBTXR3 activation by local irradiation of the 
tumor and in vitro exact quantification of radia
tion response of cells from the 3D tumor envi
ronment. Another radiation modality, brachy
therapy (curietherapy) containing highdoserate 
iridium192 sources, was also chosen to evalu
ate NBTXR3 antitumor effects in a HCT 116 
radiosensitive tumor model. NBTXR3 showed 
marked advantage in terms of survival, tumor
specific growth delay and local control when 
compared with radiation therapy alone.
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Executive summary

Design of therapeutic nanoparticles as a new approach to improve the therapeutic window of radiotherapy
	n The rationale for designing nanoparticles made of hafnium oxide activated by radiotherapy is presented. The nanoparticles are capable 

of enlarging the therapeutic window owing to two prominent characteristics: their capacity to deposit high energy within tumors when 
the ionizing radiation source is ‘on’, and their chemically inert behavior in cellular and subcellular systems, demonstrated by very good 
local and systemic tolerance, thus decreasing potential health hazards.

	n Using Monte Carlo simulation, activation of these nanoparticles with high‑energy source (1 or 6 MeV) demonstrated a local energy 
deposit within the volume occupied by the nanoparticles with a calculated dose enhancement of approximately ninefold. In addition, 
the presence of NBTXR3 nanoparticles in the cell cytoplasm forming clusters was demonstrated in tumor cells.

	n Crystalline hafnium oxide nanoparticles were chosen for their promising benefit:risk ratio for human healthcare. Hafnium presents a 
high atomic number of 72, which is crucial for efficient hafnium oxide nanoparticles–ionizing radiation interactions. Hafnium oxide has 
physicochemical properties that should not induce significant adverse effects. NBTXR3 nanoparticle characteristics – size, shape and 
surface charge – are designed for efficient cell membrane binding and cellular uptake of nanoparticles.

	n In vivo/in vitro clonogenic assay and in vitro clonogenic survival assays in the HT1080 fibrosarcoma cell line by activated NBTXR3 
nanoparticles with high‑energy sources demonstrated marked radio‑induced cancer cell destruction that confirms dose deposition 
‘hotspots’ of radiation at the subcellular level, consistent with the ‘local model’ calculation.

Proof of concept of antitumor efficacy in animal models
	n Antitumor activities demonstrated marked advantage in terms of survival, tumor‑specific growth delay and local control in both 

mesenchymal and epithelial human tumor xenografted models using high‑energy source, when compared with radiation therapy alone.
	n No difference of local safety and tolerance was observed between tested and control groups.

Hafnium oxide crystal integrity
	n Unchanged crystal structure of hafnium oxide was demonstrated after long‑term residence in vivo in different organs of rodents. 
	n Very good safety and tolerance were observed in the nonclinical toxicology evaluation. 

Clinical implications
	n The data support the use of this new type of high‑atomic‑number nanoparticle as an innovative approach in anticancer therapy, with 

an on/off mode of action through successive fractions of radiation therapy using current radiotherapy equipment available in hospitals.
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Taken together, these data provide the dem
onstration of the proof of concept of NBTXR3 
nanoparticle antitumor performance. They pro
vide the rationale and guidance for the clinical 
development of NBTXR3. 

Hafnium oxide crystal integrity & clinical 
implications
For the first time, integrity of the hafnium 
oxide nanoparticle crystal structure was dem
onstrated in Kupffer’s cells after chronic expo
sure in rodents. This is a remarkable property. 
Unchanged crystal structure of hafnium oxide 
is the key feature supporting the quality and the 
outcome of the interaction between these solid 
nanoparticles and ionizing radiation, allowing 
the on/off mode of action through successive 
fractions of radiation therapy.

In the meantime, specific immunology safety 
explorations suggest that NBTXR3 taken up by 
phagocytic cells does not have any significant 
toxicity on their viability. Local tolerance stud
ies after exposure for 13 and 26 weeks showed 
no evidence of local intolerance and no irritant 
potential. Otherwise, NBTXR3 is not a muta
genic product (absence of genotoxicity), as dem
onstrated in in vitro and in vivo studies (data 
not shown). 

Conclusion & future perspective
Changing the radiotherapy benefit:risk ratio 
is challenging. Despite of the development of 
multiple approaches, a significant improvement 
in the therapeutic window is yet to be found. 
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